Focus on close customer contact and joint development allow us to meet the demands of the most diverse and challenging applications, using our unique manufacturing process. For more than 40 years customers around the world have relied on Colback primary backings. Its structure of thermally bonded 100% bi-component (skin-core) filaments offers unique product characteristics resulting in high quality during service life. Colback Green is a portfolio of high performance primary backings developed to enhance the environmental sustainability of the carpet industry.

All Colback Green products contain post-consumer recycled polyester; our RG- and RB- grades contain both post-consumer recycled polyester and recycled polyamide 6.

Cutting-edge polymer engineering added to intensive in-house R&D resulted in the high performance Colback Green product range.
As all Colback products, the Colback Green materials deliver high performance

- Superior dimensional and thermal stability
- Outstanding tensile strength and tear resistance
- Affinity to wide range of coating systems
- Non-fraying
- Uniform and consistent open structure

Colback Green product range

- Weight range: 70-120 g/m²
- Colours: Gray (UMR and RG Types), Black (TMR and RB-types)

Reducing the carbon footprint of the carpet industry: Colback Green manufacturing

Colback® Green products

UMR / TMR
RG / RB

Carpet manufacturing

PET bottles
PCR-PET flakes
PA-6

Polyamide waste
Recycling of carpet waste
Other recycling streams

Carpet service life

Disclaimer

The information set forth in this brochure reflects our best knowledge at the time of publication. We have a policy of continuous development and therefore our products and information may be subject to change. We do not accept liability arising from the application of these products or the information given in this brochure.
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